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Abstract 
 
Computer communications have been playing a vital role in the world economy. Government 

organizations, large companies and banks are using those networks in trading their data. This imposed a 

challenge due to the increasing need for protecting the sensitive data traded over those networks. This 

research presents a mechanism to protect computers communication over open un-trusted networks, 

primarily, that mechanism relies on securing communication authentication. In order to do that, the 

communication protection mechanism modifies the Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol 

(CHAP) which is responsible for the authentication of communication of layer two High-level Data Link 

Control (HDLC) protocol. 

 

Keywords: Computer Security, Computer Network, Network Security, Network Protocols, Network 

Addressing, RFCs, Cloud Computing. 

 

1. Introduction 
 
Computer networks have always been a target for malicious attacks [1]. The key of computer 

networks security lay within networks design [2,3]. As the TCP/IP consists of several layers [4], 

it was found that putting more emphasis on securing layer two presents a good approach [5]. Tat 

is because, securing layer two, will subsequently secure all the subsequent layers [6,7]. Layer 

two is responsible for communication authentication [8,9]. When designing a network security 

solution, authentication has always been the core of many security mechanisms [10,11] wich 

has a vital importance for arias such as eGovernment and eCommerce [12]. There have been 

several researches in networks authentication; in [13], they applied common authentication 

advanced technology project using sign-on authentication. In [14], they proposed an 

authentication approaches based on using passwords utilizing public keys. Finally in [15,16], 

they presented a methodology to securing information exchange over open network by changing 

layer two packet structure. 

The layer two, Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), was selected for this research because it can 

perform transmission of multi-protocol datagrams over point-to-point links [17], provide 

connection authentication [18], transmission encryption, and compression [19]. Additionally, 

PPP is used over many types of physical networks including serial cable, phone line, trunk line, 

cellular telephone, specialized radio links, and fiber optic links such as SONET. PPP is also 

used over both, broadband connections and dial-up access to the Internet. One of the many 

features of the PPP is it can be used for connections over synchronous and asynchronous 
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circuits. Finally, an important reason for selecting the PPP is its ability to work with numerous 

network layer protocols, including Internet Protocol (IP), TRILL, Novell's Internetwork Packet 

Exchange (IPX), NBF and AppleTalk [20]. 

In previous work several mechanisms to secure computer communication over layer two HDLC 

communication protocol were presented by the authors. In [22], a mechanism for securing 

computer networks communication by modifying computer network communication protocols was 

presented. In [23], a mechanism for applying open networks communication authentication was 

discussed. Finally, in [24], a mechanism for applying open networks communication authentication by 

scrambling and encrypting layer two packet content was explained, this is similar to the research 

presented in [27]. This paper presents a proposed extension to that work; it presents a 

mechanism for authenticating computer networks connections by applying modifications to the 

challenge-handshake authentication protocol. 

 Layer two authentications can utilize either Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol 

(CHAP) or Password Authentication Protocol (PAP). CHAP has been selected for this research 

because CHAP provides more security than PAP [24]. A technique for securing computer 

communication by modifying the Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) is 

discussed in the following sections. This approach benefits from the imbedded features which 

make the Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) one of the highly secured 

procedures for connecting systems, one of those features is having identifiers change frequently 

and authentication can be requested by the server at any time [25]. 

Section two, presents the relevance to previous researches in communication authentication. 

Section three, presents the basis of selecting challenge-handshake authentication protocol 

(CHAP). Section four, contains a brief description of the challenge-handshake authentication 

protocol (CHAP). Section five, discusses the (CHAP) workflow. Section six, explains the 

(CHAP) packets header structure. Section seven, discusses the proposed security technique - 

computer authentication using modified chap. Finally, section eight, is the paper conclusion and 

future work. 

 

2 Relevance to Previous researches in communication authentication 

In previous work a security mechanism that aims at securing remote data exchange 

among network nodes by applying several layers of authentication was presented [22]. 

That mechanism was built on layer two, Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) [23]. 

Authentication is achieved when building new Request For Comments (RFCs) [24] for 

encapsulating data packets in a secured packet with a private authentication to meet the 

author’s own authentication. This is done by applying a program that uses PPP to 

transfer multi-protocol datagrams over point-to-point links. In that research a new 

format of PPP packet was built by adding a new field to the frame. Accordingly, the 

new frame becomes a proprietary authentication field to the proposed security system.  

The following Figure, shows the difference between standard PPP packet as it looks 

before the change and the way it looked after adding the new field to it. 

 

 

Flag Address Control Protocol Information FCS 

Standard PPP packet 

The new PPP packet after adding the new security authentication field 

 

Comparing the standard PPP packet format with the new PPP packet 

Flag Address Control Protocol Information Authenticate FCS 
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The proposed PPP packet contains an extra field that has one main function which is to 

“Authenticate" the packet. This field contains identification data that can decide the 

identity of the packet sender. The content of this field is known only to the sender of the 

packet and the receiver of the packet. Consequently, as a result, it provides a high level 

of authentication for the data exchanged across the open network.  

 

But that work was not enough on its own to fully secure nodes communication in a 

highly secured environment. As PPP has Its own authentication protocols, Password 

Authentication Protocol (PAP) and Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol 

(CHAP) [25, 26] those protocols were required to be secured. 

 

3. Basis of Selecting Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol 

(CHAP) 
 
In Point-To-Point protocol (PPP) two authentication choices are available: Password 

Authentication Protocol (PAP) and Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP). 

PAP is used by Point to Point Protocol to validate users before allowing them access to server 

resources. Despite having the advantage of being known by almost all network operating 

systems, PAP suffers from some serious pitiful; PAP transmits unencrypted ASCII passwords 

over the network and is, therefore, considered insecure.  

Accordingly, CHAP has been selected for this research because it is more secured than 

Password Authentication Procedure (PAP). That is due to several reasons: 

• It provides protection against playback attack by the peer through the use of an 

incrementally changing identifier; 

• It has a variable challenge-value; the exchanged variable is never sent over the network; 

• At any time, the server can request the connected party to send a new challenge 

message.  

 

 

4. The Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol (chap) 
CHAP is an authentication scheme used by Point to Point Protocol (PPP) servers to validate the 

identity of remote clients. Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol, or CHAP, is one of 

two authentication protocols supported by PPP. Similar to PAP, CHAP is works with Link 

Control Protocol (LCP) to authenticate a connection after the link establishment phase. Unlike 

its counterpart, however, CHAP constantly rechecks the validity of the connecting host to 

protect against unauthorized access. CHAP packets use a challenge system, meaning that 

authenticators transmit a challenge packet continuously until the connecting system responds 

with a packet containing a response. If this message contains a correct value, calculated using a 

hash function, the authenticator sends back a success packet. If not, the connection fails. 

 

5. Chap Work Flow 
The CHAP verifies the identity of a client by using a three-way handshake. This happens at the 

time of establishing the initial link (LCP), and may happen again at any time afterwards. The 

verification is based on a shared secret, in this research a set of MAC addresses. CHAP works 

as follows: 

1. After a link is made, the server sends a challenge message to the connection requestor. 

The requestor responds with a value obtained by using a one-way hash function. 

2. The server checks the response by comparing its own calculation of the expected hash 

value. 
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3. If the values match, the authentication is acknowledged; otherwise the connection is 

usually terminated. 

4. A new challenge with a new ID must be different from the last challenge with another 

ID in a new packet. Additionally, if the success or failure is lost the same response can 

be sent again, and triggers the same success or failure indication in new packets. 

 

6. The Chap Packets Header Structure  
A CHAP packet header consists of 40 bits, it is fully defined in RFC 1994. The header CHAP 

specification is composed of the following fields: 

• Code: The code field determines the function of the CHAP packet. Possible values are 

as follows: 1 - Challenge 2 - Response 3 - Success 4 - Failure 

• Identifier: The identifier field contains the actual information that determines whether 

or not a host will authorize the connection and allow it to take place. 

• Length: The length field is the total size of the packet, including the data field that 

follows the CHAP header. 

The CHAP has four different packet layouts for: Challenge, Response, Success and Failure. The 

layouts of those packets are as follows: 

 
1. Layout of the Challenge Packet: 

 

Description 1 byte 1 byte 2 bytes 1 byte Variable variable 

Challenge Code = 1 ID Length 
Challenge 

length 

Challenge 

value 
Name 

 
The authentication value chosen for the CHAP challenge is stored in challenge packet header. 

That value is used by both the sender and the receiver in the corresponding response. 

 
2. Layout of the Response Packet: 

 

Description 1 byte 1 byte 2 bytes 1 byte Variable variable 

Response Code = 2 ID Length 
Response 

Length 

Response 

value 
Name 

 
The response packet contains the authenticating authentication value chosen for the CHAP 

challenge is stored in challenge packet header. That value is used by both the sender and the 

receiver in the corresponding response. 

 
3. Layout of the Success Packet: 

 

Description 1 byte 1 byte 2 bytes 1 byte Variable variable 

Success Code = 3 ID Length   Message   

 
The success packet contains the success response of the authentication process. 

 
4. Layout of the Failure Packet: 

 

Description 1 byte 1 byte 2 bytes 1 byte Variable variable 

Failure Code = 4 ID Length   Message   
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The failure packet contains the failure response of the authentication process. 

 

7. The Proposed Security Technique - Computer Authentication using 

Modified CHAP 
In the presented security mechanism, both the sending and the receiving computers, authenticate 

themselves to each other during remote information exchange by using a modified CHAP 

packet. 

This is achieved by presenting the identity of all computers working on the network to each 

other through the Medium Access Control (MAC) address of the Network Card. All secured 

communicating computer nodes addresses are encapsulated in the transmitted layer two 

(HDLC) packets. 

The research utilized a connection reliability mechanism in order to do that. In TCP/IP flow 

control mechanism, data integrity is ensured by allowing users to request reliable data between 

computer nodes. In reliable transport operation, a device that wants to transmit data to other 

devices sets up a connection-oriented communication with a remote device by creating a session 

which is called a "three way handshake".  

This mechanism is performed over two phases taking into account the modification takes place 

after testing the link. To test the link the communication goes into the usual steps without the 

researchers' interference. This is achieved as presented in Block Diagram 1 and works as 

follows: 

• A Link Control Protocol packet of type Configure-Request is sent from the sending 

computers. 

• The Configure-Request packet is encapsulated in the Information field of the (HDLC) 

packet. 

• The sending and receiving computers mutual identification addresses are encrypted and 

inserted in the Identifier field of the Configure-Request packet. 

• When the destination computer receives a Configure-Request packet, it replies with a 

(LCP) packet of type Configure-Ack encapsulated in a (HDLC) packet to acknowledge 

the reception of the Configure-Request packet of the sender. 

• The Identifier field of the Configure-Ack packet will also contain the mutual 

identification addresses of the sender and receiver in an encrypted form. 

• At the sender computer, the Identifier field of the Configure-Request packet will be also 

verified by the sender. When succeeded, the sender computer sends a succeed 

Configure-Request packet to the destination computer using the same process. 

 

Phase two of authentication: Modification of the CHAP 
In this phase, the Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) is modified by 

changing the challenge field in the challenge packet and in the response packet. This phase is 

presented in Block Diagram 2 and works as follows:  

• The sender computer modifies the field value in the communication Challenge packet. 

• The sender computer sends the modified Challenge packet. 

• The responding computer modifies the field value in the Response packet. 

• The responding computer responds with the modified Response packet. 

• The authenticator then replies with a (Success) packet if the authentication process 

succeeds or a (Failure) packet if the authentication process fails.  

• In this research, a mutual authentication tables stored in all the networks computers is 

used as the Identifier field of the Challenge and Response packets.  
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Block Diagram 1: Connection Establishment 

 

 
Block Diagram 2: Authentication: Using Modified CHAP 
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8. Conclusions 
This research presented a security mechanism based on modifying the challenge field of the 

CHAP protocol. That modification added an extra layer of security to the originally secured 

CHAP protocol, CHAP protocol was selected against the PAP protocol because the PAP suffers 

some inherent security problems. 

This technique was adopted to participate in solving cloud computing security.  It would allow 

having a central authentication node to perform could sub-networks segregation which has a 

vital importance in cloud networking security. 

This research is aiming to perform this research in a large cloud to measure the effect of that 

technique on both performance and security. 
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